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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Location 2: Quayside
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 29 Jun 2010 16.00
Duration of Visit: 2h
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Stephanierose
Website: http://www.stephanierose.uk.com
Phone: 07939665689

The Premises:

Nice modern flat in one of the newer developments in the Quayside area. A P+D carpark is nearby,
and Steph directs you to her door through the code protected entrance.

The Lady:

Phew! Wearing that mauve dress, exactly as her site. She asked me what i would like her to wear,
and well.....actually she had added some seamed holdups and heels, so a rare oocasion for me, I
was looking up.....

The Story:

I had a feeling this was going to be a good one, from the first phone contact onwards. Steph was
bright and bubbly on the phone with no false notes at at all, and when we finally met she was just
the same, a happy, flirty, I'm going to enjoy this kind of thirty something with great looks but none of
that I'm awesome and I know it feeling that can happen with the real lookers.

I was led to a sofa and offered a drink, we chatted briefly before Steph invited me to her bedroom
for two hours of absolute heaven. She found the most sensitive spot on my body with the first touch
of her tongue, and I think I had more sensation of being pleasured on this meeting than any I can
remember. I like to think I gave as good as I got though the urge to simply lie back and enjoy it was
very strong at times.

At the end we disengaged fairly slowly, Steph made me a cup of tea while I showered. After drying
off I emerged to find Steph bending over the bed, ostensibly tidying up, but still with just the
stockings on. I paused to admire the superb view, even after being noticed. A bit more chat, and
absolutely no pressure to leave. Really nice tea, I must go back for another cuppa.

Double edged sword this travelling. More than two hundred miles one way for a return visit is a
disaster but on the other hand it got me a really great encounter. Unmissable, if you like the type.
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